100% Human Remy
Hair Extensions

Coloring Hair Extensions
Babe's hair extensions come in a variety of colors thanks to a creative color treatment process that strips the hair
of the original color before the new color is applied. Babe's trained technicians use a passive, time sensitive
process that protects the hair from damage from harsh chemicals.
Our hair is clinically washed and dried in humid warming tunnels to prepare the hair for the next step. Babe then
colors the hair to 28 different shades. And finally, in the most important step, we revitalize each strand through a
process known as MoisturGap infusion, where natural conditioners and moisturizers are restored to each strand
of hair.
As mentioned, our hair comes in a variety of 28 colors, ranging from jet black to platinum to funky-colored hair
to help you create the hair you want, whether it’s to match your hair, add highlights or lowlights to it, or add
vibrant color.
In some instances, when you can’t match the color you want exactly, you may need to color the hair you
purchased. Since Babe Hair is made from 100% human remy hair and has gone through extensive treatment
processes to maintain the integrity of the hair, you can color the extensions as you would your own hair. However, there are certain precautions to take when coloring hair extensions.

Here are a few of our recommendations:
- Deposit color to the hair; do not strip it of color. This is particularly important to note because the process
involved in lightening hair can damage the hair extensions permanently.
- Never go more than two levels when depositing the color
- Color the hair extensions before installing them
- When coloring hair extensions, avoid getting hair color solution into the bonds. Hair color solution or other
strong chemicals can weaken the bonds, causing a negative reaction that may result in the bonds dissolving.
- Test the desired color on a strand of hair to see the results before coloring your whole batch of hair extensions.
As long as you follow these general precautions and others that may come from your particular brand of color,
you will be able to achieve optimal results when coloring your Babe hair extensions.
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